Social Impact Assessment – Aappaluttoq Project

INVITATION SENT FOR THE SCOPING CONSULTATIONS
From: Tanja Nielsen (TNE)
Sent: 1. februar 2011 15:08
To: (hahi@sanilin.gl); Konny Olesen (kool@nanoq.gl); Aksel Blytmann
(aksel@knapk.gl); Alfred Jakobsen (alfred@knapk.gl); Anders Stenbakken
(stenbakken@inussuk.gl); Ann B Kjeldsen (ABK@nanoq.gl); Christel Lund JægerHansen (cljh@nanoq.gl); Frans Torp Madsen (FTMA@nanoq.gl); Henrik Leth
(leth@ga.gl); Jens K. Lyberth (jkal@nanoq.gl); Jesper Labansen (jgl@at.gl); Jess
Berthelsen (jess@sik.gl); Jørn Skov Nielsen; Martha Labansen
(mala@kanukoka.gl); Martha Lund Olsen (MLO@nanoq.gl); 'Mirian Rønne
(mirr@nanoq.gl)'; NUSUKA (nusuka@greennet.gl); Olafur P. Nielsen
(OPN@nanoq.gl); Ole Jørgen Pedersen (ojp@jernmetalskole.gl); Poul Christensen
(poch@sermersooq.gl); Sisse Christina Runge (sicr@nanoq.gl); Steffen UlrichLynge (STUL@nanoq.gl); Thorkild Mørk Rønbol Lauridsen (tmrl@sermersooq.gl);
wikr@sermersooq.gl; Økonomi og Erhverv Sermersooq
(okonomisk@sermersooq.gl); Aaja C. Larsen (acla@nuuk.gl); Birger Poppel
(bipo@uni.gl); Råstofdirektoratet (bmp@nanoq.gl); 'Zenica Gosvig Larsen'; 'Uiloq
Mulvad Jessen'; 'Marie Fleischer'; Flemming Enequist
Cc: Ana Gabriela Factor (AZF)
Subject: Aappaluttoq - True North Gems
Aatsitassarsiortitseqatigiiffik True North Gems ulluni 7. februarimiit 11. februar 2011
Aappaluttumi Qeqertarsuatsiaap eqqaani rubinisiorfiliariniarneqartoq pillugu
琐̯
arlaleriarlutik ataatsimiititsisassaaq isumasioqatigiisitsisarlunilu.
Ataatsimiinneq
siulleq soqutiginnittunut pissutsinillu paasiniaaffiusartussanut tunngatitaavoq.
True North Gems matumuuna suliariniagaq Aappaluttoq pillugu
soqutiginnittunut pissutsinillu paasiniaaviusussanut ataasinngornermi 7.
februar ataatsimiititsinissamut aggersaavoq Hotel Hans Egede-mi nal. 13:00.
Ataatsimiinnermi inooqatigiinnermut inuuniarnermilu aningaasaqarnermut tunngasut
pillugit misissuinerit massakkut ingerlanneqartut sammineqassapput.
Peqataaniarluni nalunaarfissaq: e-mailerit uunga tne@gmcb.dk
Isumasioqatigiinnerit ingerlanerini inuiaqatigiinnut aammalu inuiaqatigiit
aningaasaqarnerannut sunniutissanut tunngassut oqaluuserineqartassapput
aammalu misissuilersaarnerit tamakku oqaaseqaateqarfigineqarsinnaassallutik. .
Februarip 9-aniit 11-iannut arlaleriarluni annikitsunik ataatsimiititsisoqartassaaq
isumasioqatigiisitsisoqartarlunilu, taakkunanilu eqimattat immikkut
sammineqartussat inuillu toqqakkat inooqatigiinnikkut inuuniarnermilu
aningaasaqarnikkut sunniutisanik ilisimasaqartut peqataatinneqassallutik.
Ataatsimiinnerni anikinnerusuni peqataatinneqartussat immikkut
qaaqquneqassapput.
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Ataatsimiinnerni annikinnerusuni taakkunani siunertarineqartoq tassaavoq
rubinisiorfiup aallartinnginnerani inooqatigiinnikkut inuuniarnermilu
aningaasaqarnikkut atukkatigut pissutsit atuuttut nalunaarusiorneqarneranni
paasissutissanik katersinissaq. Rubinisiorfiup aallartinnissaa sioqqullugu pissutsit
pillugit nalunaarusiaq kingusinnerusukkut aatsitassarsiorfiup sunniutissaviinik
malinnaaffiginninnermi nalilersuisarnermilu sanilliussisarfittut atorneqassaaq.
Suliariniakkap saqqummiunnissaanut paasissutissanillu katersinissatsinnut
qilanaarpugut.
Grontmij l Carl Bro inooqatigiinneq inuuniarnermilu aningaasaqarneq pillugu
misissuinermi True North Gems-mut ikiuuttussatut toqqarneqarsimavoq.
True North Gems sinnerlugu
Grontmij | Carl Bro
Inussiarnersumik inuulluaqqusilluta
Ana Gabriela Factor aamma Tanja Nielsen
I perioden fra den 7. februar til den 11. februar 2011 afholder mineselskabet True
North Gems en række møder og workshoppe i forbindelse med den projekterede
rubin projekt, Aappaluttoq ved Qeqertarsuatsiaat. Første møde er et møde for
interessenter og informanter.
疐К
True North Gems inviterer hermed til møde for interessenter og informanter
mandag den 7.februar kl. 13:00 på Hotel Hans Egede om rubin projektet.
Mødet har fokus på den igangværende undersøgelse af de sociale og socioøkonomiske forhold.
Tilmelding til mødet: send en e-mail til tne@gmcb.dk
I løbet af workshoppen vil forskellige emner der er relevante i forhold til de social og
socio-økonomiske påvirkninger blive diskuteret og der bliver mulighed for at
kommentere på forslag til disse planlagte undersøgelser.
Mindre møder fra den 9. til den 11. februar
I perioden fra den 9. til den 11. februar afholdes en række mindre møder med
udvalgte fokusgrupper og udvalgte personer, som har kendskab til forhold af
relevans for de sociale og socio-økonomiske påvirkninger. Separate invitationer vil
blive sendt til de involverede personer i de mindre møder.
Formålet med disse mindre møder er, at indsamle information til brug for
udarbejdelsen af de eksisterende sociale og socio-økonomiske forhold inden projekt
start (baseline). Denne baseline eller baggrundsforhold danner basis for en
efterfølgende monitering og evaluering af de reelle påvirkninger ved mineprojektet.
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Vi ser frem til at præsentere projektet for jer og indsamle informationer.
Grontmij l Carl Bro er udpeget til at assistere True North Gems i undersøgelsen af
de sociale og socio-økonomiske påvirkninger.
På vegne af True North Gems
Grontmij | Carl Bro
Med venlig hilsen
Ana Gabriela Factor og Tanja Nielsen

箐К
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Minutes of Meeting/ Workshop

Projekt: 30.5403.99

Date/time

: 07. februar 2011

Place

: Nuuk

Participants

: Name

Bo Albrechtsen

Institution/company/
organization
Kommuneqarfik
Sermersooq
Kommuneqarfik
Sermersooq
National Museum
+

Inga Egede

16. August

hobbycamp@greennet.gl

251312

Ditte Junge P.
Pétur Haukur
Guðmundsson

16. August

dpjp@greennet.gl

225718

Kanukoka

pegu@kanukoka.gl

322109

flma@sermersooq.gl

585480

Hanne Folkmar
Heilmann
Frederik Holm

Email

Phone

nafn@sermersooq.gl

523511

feho@sermersooq.gl

347441

bo.albrechtsen@natmus.gl

322611

Peter Damb.

Kommuneqarfik
sermersooq
SIK

P. Holm

NUSUKA

holm@greennet.gl

556171

Gerth Lynge

NUSUKA

nusuka@greennet.gl

485357

Noah Mikkelsen

NUSUKA

nomi55@live.dk

582955

Marie Fleischer

pda@sik.gl

: Tanja Nielsen, Ana Gabriela Factor, Nicholas Houghton, Jeff Giesbrecht,
Hans Pavia Rosing (translation)

Workshop agenda
1. Presentation of True North Gems and the Aappaluttoq project by Nicholas
Houghton and Jeff Giesbrecht. (Translation by Hans Pavia Rosing)
2. SIA by Tanja Nielsen and Ana Gabriela Factor
3. Presentation of results from workshop posters
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Q marks an asked question and A the answer. Due to limited time it was not
possible to learn all names and therefore the questions asked are anonymous.
4.1

Presentation by TNG
Presentation of True North Gems and the Aappaluttoq project by Nicholas Houghton
and Jeff Giesbrecht. (Translation by Hans Pavia Rosing).
Questions asked:

篠К
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1
2
3

4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

14
15

4.2

Q: What is the size of the mine?
A: 200m wide, 200m long 250m deep, but the mining will be about 70meter
deep.
Q: Is it underground mining?
A: No, it is an open pit.
Q: What will happen to the landscape?
A: (Picture in power point is shown) the pit will be refilled with water and no or
very little sign of mining will be visible.
Q: About ships, how often will there be transport to Nuuk?
A: We don’t at this time, transportation will be complicated, and security
needs to be in place, it is expected that the transport will happen once a
week.
Q: Kalaallinik sulisoqassava tassani (ved sorteringen I Nuuk)
A: I have a slide to show employment, we plan to employ Greenlanders,
except for a few specialized occupations. For sorting work, there will be
occupation all year round, full time.
Q: What about subcontractors?
A: We will probably use local subcontractors, we expect the company MT
Højgaard will be subcontractors and other like in catering etc.
Q: Is there a special reason why you are subcontracting with MT Højgaard?
A: No special reason, we use local company connected to Greenland
Q: Have you asked Greenlanders in the mining?
+
A: Not yet.
Q: Are you doing the education, and will they go to Canada?
A: We will arrange for training – but we are not clear on details yet.
Q: Season workers, what are they going to do in winters?
A: We will ask them, what they think.
Q: What will the operation time for the mine be?
A: About 7 years, but the market will show how well the selling is going, we
are hoping longer.
Q: Will there be a bid for local company?
A: Yes there will.
Q: 800 square km, will they release some of their concession area after they
have found rubies? (slipper de noget af deres koncessions areal siden de har
fundet rubiner?)
A: As we progress, as we market we will understand the requirement, we
need to do more work, so more exploration work will be done, it is possible to
keep the area further more.
Q: What are the exact boundaries?
A: Look at BMP website.
Q: Courses-education, why is it not done long time ago?
A: We did explorational work for feasibility study, we know there is very good
and skilled artisanal.

Part 2
SIA by Tanja Nielsen and Ana Gabriela Factor
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Statements (S) made and questions asked (Q) and answered (A) during the
presentation of SIA:
1

S: There are consequences if SIA is not complied with.

2

S: There are 2 demands in the SIA process; one is IBA where a monitoring
and evaluation is made.
Q: What will happen when the workforce in mining and oiling is used up?
A:
Q: Are there consequences for not complying with the agreement?
A:
Q: Has experience from other countries been used?
A: Yes, that is why we have been chosen to do the SIA; we especially have
experience with small scale mining.
S: It is very important that locals are educated to do the work, so that hiring of
Thai’s will be avoided.
Q: Are you doing a similar workshop in Qeqertarsuatsiaat?
A: No, that will be different.
Q: You will probably have tons of questions, as people have been coming in
and out the last 50 years.

3
4
5
6
7
8

4.3

Result of group exercises
(See full table in the next page)
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Topic

Employment
and Training

Social Aspects

Key scoping questions proposed by
the SIA consultants
From where and How should TNG recruit workforce
to the mining project?
Are working models and conditions acceptable for
local workers?
Pre-employment requirements
Will it be possible to recruit the high percentage of
local workforce that TNG wish to?
How can the project better contribute to develop the
capacity and knowledge within gemmology and
mining of gemstones in Greenland?

• Is the project acceptable for the local people in
Qeqertuarsatsiaat?
• Which aspects can be problematic from the local
community perspective?
• It could be expected that people that left
Qeqerstarsuatsiaat could come back because of
the possibilities of the project. Which are the
possible consequences?
• Could families’ production systems and life style be
affected if one family member works at the mine?
• Is the project in conflict with fishing, hunting or other
productive and recreational activities? How? Can the
conflict be avoided?
• How should TNG and the local people
communicate and work together in the future if the
project starts?
• Health: Which health indicators are important to
monitor?
• Conflict with August 16: Understand the conflict,
lessons learned, how to move forward.

Inputs from groups work

What is the best way for TNG to participate in educating local
workforce?
Which type of education/courses should be offered in
Qeqertarsuatsiaat and in Nuuk?
Could means be allocated for local educations (stones, geology
in public schools etc.)
Are there qualified instructors or teachers?

• Is it a real problem for the inhabitants if their areas for hunting
are reduced?
• What are social consequences of season-hiring?
• What can the season-workers do in the wintertime?
• Can miners keep a fulltime hunting license? (Fangerbevis)

Note: This group responded the questions

Business life

True North Gems Inc.

• Which are the direct business possibilities created
by the project?

Knowledge transfer/know-how from the project (Viden
overførsel know how (fra projektet). Spørgsmål tilføjes
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(afledte arbejder).)

• How will the contracts be?
• Are there possibilities for synergy with other
economic activities, like tourism, polishing of
stones, jewellery design and manufacturing, other
mining activities?

• Branding of Greenlandic rubies: who benefits form it
and how the impacts will be measured?

Outsourcing is controlled by the size of construction works
(locally, from outside) Attention to price, delivery-price. Local
workforce (apprentices) (What are the possibilities that
foreign expertise is cheaper than local?) (Udlicitering bliver
styret af anlægsstørrelsen. (Lokalt, udefra) (Husk råstoflovens
paragraf). Være opmærksom på pris, på leveranceprisen.
Lokalarbejdskraft (lærlinge) (Hvilke muligheder for at
konkurrence fra udlandsk billigere i forhold til lokale
leverandører))
The effect of synergy depends on the actors willing and the
wish of a closer cooperation with local stonecutters and
designers (Greenlandic trademark). The actors willing to
exclude own people will be significant in relation to other
mining activities. (Is there a possibility of tourism related to the
project? Cooperation between TNG and local actors.
Obstacles?). Branding will be good for the country and
companies because of the name “Greenland”. (Synergieffekt
er afhængig af aktørens velvilje og ønske om tættere
samarbejde med lokale stenslibere og designere.
(Grønlandsk varemærke) Aktørs vilje til at udelukke egne folk
vil have betydning i forhold til andre mine aktiviteter. (Er der
muligheder for turisme til projektet? Samarbejde mellem TNG
og lokale aktører. Eller forhindringer.))

• Where is optimal and where is problematic to place
TNG sorting facility?

Companies must register in Greenland to make use of the
“Brand of Greenland” (Branding vil gavne landet og selskaber
på grund af navnet ”Grønland”. Selskaber skal registreres i
Grønland for at udnytte Brand af Grønland.)

鷰Р

A good location for the sorting could be in Qeqertarsuatsiaat or
in Paamiut which will ensure that Qeqertarsuatsiaat and
Paamiut are not absorbed by the ISUA project (Sorteringshus
kunne placeres med fordel i Qeqertarsuatsiaat eller Paamiut
sikrer at det ikke drukner med ”Isua” projekt.)
Other remarks
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Demand for electricity production: “Grøn Energi” in TNG must have a closer cooperation with the “råstofskolen” from the beginning. (Krav til
strømproduktion Grøn Energi i TNG skal have tættere samarbejde med råstofskolen fra starten.)
All question regarding problems related to tax, health care services, elections etc. must be dealt with in general. (Alle spørgsmål vedrørende
problemer omkring skat, sundhedsvæsen, valgret m. m. skal afklares overordnet.)
SIK has sent a (training?) project to the government, elaborated in cooperation with schools in Germany and Russia
Education on mining industry should be all along the whole schooling system
Demands for allowing to train/educate local young people
The know how they bring, what can the give us?
EU is too expensive, what about the rest of the world, keep and eye on China
No anti-competitive practices in discounting
There are possibilities of synergy with local stonecutters and development of a unique Greenlandic brand, for example could local tourist guides
develop trips with small “trophies”

鷰Р
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8. february 2011
Projekt: 30.5403.99

Date/time

: 08. februar 2011 19:30 – 22:15

Place

: Katersortarfik Qeqertarsuatsiaat

Participants

: Open community meeting – 42 participants - 13 women. All ages represented,
5 elderly, 4 young persons.
: Tanja Nielsen

Minutes by

1

INTRODUCTION
True North Gems invited the local people for an open meeting at the town meeting
hall (Katersortarfik) in order to inform about the project and for Grontmij | Carl Bro A/S
to initiate the community consultations for the scoping part of the SIA process.

2

MEETING
Morten Johnsen, the chairperson of the settlement council, bid welcome and thanked
True North Gems for coming.
Tanja Nielsen, Grontmij | Carl Bro A/S, informed about the SIA process and the
background for doing the SIA process; that the consultations in Qeqertarsuatsiaat
were part of the scoping process.
Nick Houghton thanked in English the crowd for coming and presented himself and
Jeff Giesbrecht as the CEO and the VP of operations, respectively. The project
description, as is at the time being, was presented on a slide show by Nick Houghton.
Tanja Nielsen acted as interpreter, started out interpreting into Greenlandic. As the
crowd requested better interpreters, students; Upaluk Poppel and Pipaluk Lynge (not
certified interpreters), hired by Grontmij | Carl Bro A/S for note taking and assistance
during consultations took over interpretation. As the interpretation from English to
Greenlandic was too time consuming, the students were asked to run through the
presentation in Greenlandic.
The community was asked whether the name of Lake Katrina is acceptable or
whether there’s another traditional name?
Answer (Morten Johnsen): It is important for the community and for the respect of the
ancestors that the name is Greenlandic. MJ suggests Kuussuatsiaq Qaava and a
discussion started about whether the name was appropriate.
Meeting/Groups
Public meeting

Questions and issues raised
Why is the no interpreter if it’s so important to inform about the project?
Answer NH: We do believe we have good and competent translators in the
students here today.
How come plans have changed compared to the original plans and why is
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there no polishing locally before selling?
Answer NH: it is physically impossible to do the polishing in Greenland as it
takes hundreds of people to polish and the competences are not present in
Greenland today.
Why is the sorting house placed in Nuuk and not in Qeqertarsuatsiaat?
Answer NH: We need an independent laboratory (where the stones will be
treated with strong acids) in close connection to the sorting house. The
independent laboratory is placed in Nuuk.
How come the lab cannot be in Qeqertarsuatsiaat?
Answer NH: The independent lab must have highly skilled and educated
employees and have the required permits to operate. It is very dangerous to
work with the strong acids. Today there’s no such qualification available in
Qeqertarsuatsiaat.
How come the sorted stones that have been processed in Qeqertarsuatsiaat
have been used as road material if it’s that dangerous?
Answer NH: The road material used had not been treated chemically – only
crushed and sorted.
How come some foreign employees at the mine site last year got a much
better salary than local employees?
Answer NH: I don’t know what the qualifications and training the mentioned
employees had. As a general rule, employees are paid according to
qualification and training level.
С

Will salary rise with developing skill levels?
Answer NH: yes.
Greenland should benefit economically from True North Gems selling rubies.
If the salary is low it will be difficult to recruit local employees as the living
expenses in Greenland and Qeqertarsuatsiaat are very high.
Answer NH: Greenland will benefit economically by the taxes from the mining
company and for selling the rubies. There will be business opportunities
available for local businesses and deliverables and by direct employment.
We have been promised that Qeqertarsuatsiaat will benefit economically and
it has still not happened.
Answer NH: The mine has not yet started. There will be opportunities as soon
as the mine starts.
How come so many have become millionaires from the rubies, but not people
from Qeqertarsuatsiaat (it is mentioned that there have been a person
showing very expensive ruby jewellery in Qeqertarsuatsiaat, and on the
internet bras and G-strings have been shown as costing millions)?
Answer NH: True North Gems do not have permit from the BMP to sell the
rubies, but it’s true that there are stones that have been polished and used
for jewellery, but it has not been sold. There’s no export or exploitation
licence (or application for any) given as of yet.
During the winter income is low for locals. Can TNG help with equipment and
spare parts for the stone workshop so that the locals can use the existing
equipment?
What is the ownership of TNG? Can locals become shareholders?
Answer NH: Yes, anyone can buy shares in TNG, TNG is listed on the stock
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exchange.
How much are the collected samples worth?
Answer JG: The market and the pricing is complex when it comes to rubies
as it depends on the quality of the stones and the polishing. The price is very
low on the existing ruby samples – approx. 5 kr.
How come those polished rubies that were shown in 2008 were worth
millions when you say a small rough ruby has a 5kr. Value?
Answer JG: The value of the ruby is raised when it has been polished, refined
and worked into jewellery.
How come a ruby of 60 g had a value of 2 million $ if you say rubies have no
value?
Answer NH: You may be talking about the Kitaa Ruby. This ruby was clear,
has been polished and carved which raise its value considerably. Greenland
will benefit economically from the sales of the rubies.
Why only work for 3-6 months a year and how long is mine life? Answer JG:
Mine life is at least 7-10 years. Being an open pit mine it can not be operated
in the winter due to the weather conditions.
One woman stated that she travels in the summer in the area. Is aware of the
mining activities at Aappaluttoq and is therefore not comfortable in
approaching the area. Needs more information about what activities there are
in the area.
Would like that the employment
at the project would be year round instead of
С
only during the summer.
There are complains about the helicopter landing close to the cemetery as it
was disturbing and dusty – move to Nuunnguaq Kujalleq.
There should be more boat rides from Nuuk to Qeqertarsuatsiaat, that would
be good for the community as the rides are too far apart.
Focus group with
women

The houses in Qeqertarsuatsiaat are too old and there should be either new
houses built or the old ones repaired for the ones moving to Qeqertarsuatsiaat.
The group feels that there should be a security guard at the site during winter.
A happy family is where the income is regular (can be just one income). No
alcohol is safe. In Qeqertarsuatsiaat the men aren’t violent towards women.
It does not help Qeqertarsuatsiaat if TNG doesn’t buy goods in
Qeqertarsuatsiaat. Even little help has big effect in the little community. Fx
there is no sports centre.

Focus groups with
fishermen and
hunters

Give information directly to the community or take to site in order to show
plans.
The fishermen/hunters have noticed that there are about three barrels of fuel
for the helicopter that may have been dropped or lost by the activities at the
mine site. The fishermen/hunters recommend that they are contacted if that
happens again so they can transport these safely. It is in common interest that
the environment is kept clean.
The gate area to Tasiusarsuaq needs to be smaller or equal to a 42 foot boat
as the currents and tidal conditions as well as the narrow passage makes it
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impossible to enter when bigger. The mining company should do some
mooring and measurements at the gates to make sure it is safe to enter the
area.
The fishermen/hunters use Tasiusaa area as an escape area when the wind
from south east gets too fierce in Tasiusarsuaq, but they have been reluctant
to enter the gate as they don’t want to disturb the mining activities. They would
like to have an agreement with the mining company to be able to enter the
area in these circumstances - also during the caribou hunting season as the
stream on the north side of Tasiusaa is a good char area. One hunter told
about of an incidence on September 16, 2010 when he had tried to camp
close to the mining camp, but didn’t feel welcome and so quickly left the area.
The fishermen/hunters would like an easy communication with the mining
company or a representative to contact in these situations mentioned.
The fishermen/hunters are worried that there will be areas (outside the project
area) they cannot use if there are more exploration done in the area. They
believe the hunting and the mining activities is able to coexist if the
communication and cooperation is done openly.
The fishermen/hunters are mostly busy and earn the most during summer and
they are worried to loose their hunting license if they should take jobs at the
mine site. They are only allowed to earn 50% of their earnings as
hunters/fishermen on the side or they lose their license.
There is a need for better control of the rubies.
It is believed that the harbour
in Qeqertarsuatsiaat is too small for the freight
+
boats.
It is important that Kommuneqarfik should be informed about the activities in
the area for Naalakkersuisoqarfik.
Qeqertarsuatsiaat needs electricity. There could be installed a hydropower
plant across the site at the arctic char stream that could be used.
There should be control of who comes in and out of Qeqertarsuatsiaat and
who will be employed at the site.
Would like to have unemployed working at the site (they have capacity)
Municipal workers
Would like to see locals being trained for work at the site.
Young people are restless and have no activities in Qeqertarsuatsiaat.
People moved out of Qeqertarsuatsiaat because of not enough employment
opportunities and wages. Believe that Qeqertarsuatsiaat will grow because of
the mining activities.
Houses and homes are adequate and are alike the other towns in Greenland.
Would like the helicopter landing pad out of settlement as planned by the
Municipality.

Local business
people
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Qeqertarsuatsiaat need more information from the BMP and the activities in
the area.
Concerned about the Qeqertarsuatsiaat local companies (fishery, grocery,
municipality etc.) will not have enough workers as the companies are
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important for the community if the project is commenced.
The locals will want the jobs for all year round and not only for the summer
months. It’s unattractive for Qeqertarsuatsiaat.
There are 8 young locals that have gone through mining school in
Qeqertarsuatsiaat (all have jobs, some in Nuuk, 1 in Sisimiut, 1 in Nalunaq
several in Qeqertarsuatsiaat).
Would like that the Greenlanders own the rubies.
Politicians do not hear what Qeqertarsuatsiaat people say or inform the locals.
Ole Christiansen should tell about rubies, the market, the individual activities
(sorting and lab) as they need a local Greenlander be neutral to understand
the ruby situation.
The locals are not against TNG mining for rubies.
Would like to see that Qeqertarsuatsiaat and TNG can cooperate with
electricity and fuel as the prices are sky-high.
Is concerned as if Alcoa commences construction how it will affect the TNG
project as Alcoa needs many expatriates to Greenland.
Workers are needed for the fishing factory. If the Aappaluttoq mining starts as
most of the employees may apply for the mining jobs.
С

Worker at the elderly
house

Would like to know what their plans are from the BMP and the Ministry of
business:
• How the people’s salaries can be secured (qulakkeerneqarsinnaava)?
• Will there be safety for the TNG employees and how will they do it?
• What are the consequences and danger for the locals using the
chemicals?
• What are the impacts and effect and will they be mitigated?
• Concerned about drugs being smuggled into Qeqertarsuatsiaat by
boat in the past (2003)
• Is there an open agreement between the Greenland Government and
TNG and is it open for public?
• Will export of rubies be controlled by BMP
• What will there be done to prevent ruby smuggling and drugs amongst
employees?
• How can TNG affect the locals and what are the agreements?
It is important to the locals in the small community that it is informed and will
be heard about the TNG plans and possibilities from the Greenland selfgovernment
The helicopter landing in between the resident areas in Qeqertarsuatsiaat as
it was disturbing the elder’s home and the kindergarten. She wants the TNG
to consider building a helipad at Nuunnguaq Kujalleq as it is away from
houses and will not disturb. This would benefit fishermen and hunters to send
their caribou meat and fish to Nuuk.
Qeqertarsuatsiaat is able to use recyclable material after exploration season.
Qeqertarsuatsiaat is not informed about ruby mining/exploration activities in
the area. The area is about 1 sq km close to Qeqertarsuatsiaat.
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Locals in Qeqertarsuatsiaat are not part of the decision process for licensing.
Suggests to be informed and that there are clearer guidelines. BMP has
never been in Qeqertarsuatsiaat to inform the locals.
Would like the young people to be trained in using rubies for jewellery and
the polishing.
Would like the tailings and waste rock to be used in Qeqertarsuatsiaat for
building houses or as other material (roads) instead of depositing in lake.
The sorting house and lab in Qeqertarsuatsiaat as the locals can be trained
and is very capable.
Some feels mislead from TNG about the low ruby pricing and market, as they
get contradictory information.
Are disappointed that the BMP didn’t show up at the Qeqertarsuatsiaat
meeting with TNG. It is important to control the exportation.
Aqqalukasik Kanuthsen has been consulting with the local hunters and
fishermen in order to map the exploration and mining activities affecting the
hunters’ activities.
Doesn’t believe that big vessels can enter the fjord as the passages are very
narrow and flux is very strong.
Would like more information
about the ruby prising and market situation.
+
Neutral information may heighten the trust to TNG.
Would like to seek job if the mining starts.
Users of the gem
workshop

It is important for the locals to get information about activities beforehand and
to be aware about findings of ruby as they could be attacked by outsiders.
There should be more cooperation about the naming of the project and lake as
the area is part of Greenland.
It’s important to be told of all activities in the mining area. Fx was not informed
about the Museum was doing any studying in the area.
If the locals are being shown the polishing, aciding and faceting for themselves
it would be easier to understand why it cannot be done in Qeqertarsuatsiaat.
They need a faceting machine at the workshop. TNG has donated 2 but some
parts and machines have been robed.

Other issues and
comments raised

True North Gems Inc.

There are some courses in Denmark (Kolding) that are very interesting but we
can not afford to participate. Can similar the courses being organised here?
A certified Greenlandic translation is required for the public meetings
The fishermen/hunters discussed the naming of the “Katrina” as there is no
traditional name for the lake. The Kuussuatsiaq Qaava was not correct, as
Kuussuatsiaq is located farther to the south west. They believed Ukkaata
Qaava is a better name as the area is referred to as the top of the side facing
the sea (front to the sea).

